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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to critically analyze the relationship between emotional intelligence and 

various psychological quotients. This research is qualitative in nature and based on reviewing the previous 

studies done on emotional intelligence (EQ) and the various quotients. The different quotients taken into 

consideration are intelligence quotient (IQ), Meaning quotient (MQ), Global Quotient (GQ), Motivational 

quotient (MQ), Experience quotient (XQ), People quotient (PQ), Learning quotient (LQ), Cultural quotient 

(CQ), Consciousness quotient (CQ), Reputation quotient (RQ), Spiritual quotient (SQ), Adversity quotient (AQ), 

and Empathy quotient (EQ). After analyzing the literature, a brainstorming session was done to conclude a 

critical review. 
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I. Introduction 

Emotional Intelligence (EI) is the ability of the person to capture, realize, control and understand the 

emotions of self as well as others to handle interpersonal relationships. The various quotients in question are 

Intelligence Quotient (IQ) is important for analyzing the employees’ capabilities and their behaviors to perform 

the particular task. It determines how bright you are and the level of the analytical skills. Motivational Quotient 

(MQ) determines the motivation level and how driven a person is to achieve and grow in life. People Quotient 

(PQ) is determined by how well a person handles himself and work with others, it is also referred to as EQ. 

Learning Quotient (LQ) determined by how deftly a person adopts new skills and behaviors. Meaning Quotient 

(MQ) can be defined as the degree to which employees view their work ashaving meaning or impact. It plays a 

great role when defining success and deciding whether the people would perform at peak levels. Cultural 

quotient (CQ) depicts the capability to relate and the ability to work effectively across all cultures. Empathy 

quotient (EQ) judges what people are thinking, how they are feeling, and their intentions. Consciousness 

quotient (CQ) depicts the pro-environmental behaviors. Adversity Quotient (AQ) measures the ability of person 

to deal with adversities in life. Spiritual quotient (SQ) Spiritual Quotient is the mental faculty which enables a 

person to overcome the limitations that are the traits of IQ and EQ.  Reputation Quotient (RQ) measures the 

corporate reputation and captures all the stakeholder’s interests in terms of reputation of organization. 

 

II. Literature review 
Cranston (2013) focused on employee motivation and productivity while focusing on meaning quotient 

and how to focus particularly on strategies for increasing MQ of employees. Gondal (2013) studied the 

cognitive and emotional aspects of intelligence and its related behavioral and psychological outcomes on 

employees’ performance.It was found that IQ alone is not sufficient for the success of employees but it was also 

to be noted emotional Intelligence has a significant relationship with employees’ performance. Thus, revealing 

that EI is more important than Intelligence quotient at workplace. Ghabanchi (2014) studied the impact of both 

IQ and emotional intelligence on reading comprehension in Iran using the following tests: Bar-On’s emotional 

intelligence inventory (EQ-i), Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices, and the reading comprehension portion 

of the TOEFL. It was found that IQ and reading comprehension have a stronger relationship than emotional 

intelligence and reading comprehension which showed only a small correlation. Thus, it was concluded that IQ 

is more important for reading comprehension. Stone (2009) focused on EI vs IQ. EI was concluded as a 

significant factor to become more effective leader and manager. She focused on Emotional Intelligence Quotient 

and the ability to maintain and recognize emotions. Checa (2015) studied the relationship between IQ and EI 

and cognitive control processes. A negative correlation between IQ and control processes was observed, 

similarly a negative correlation was observed between EI and control processes. Imlahi (2015) focused on 

variables that affect IQ and EQ. The variables considered were: Gender, sleep hours, watching television hours, 

Grades, Parentless, Sport, Breakfast and Problems at home. Lievens (2009) focused on relationship between 

Practical intelligence, Emotional intelligence and Social intelligence. This whole construct gave the precursors 

as Individual diff erence (KSAOs) with all three working together interlinkingto increase job performance.   
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Horn (2013) focused on reputation quotient and its benefits on organization especially focusing on 

following aspects of reputation quotient: Emotional Appeal, Products and Services, Vision and Leadership, 

Workplace and Environment, Social and Environmental Responsibility and Financial Performance Rockstuhl et 

al (2011) emphasized on the cultural intelligence especially in case of cross-border responsibilities where they 

found that general intelligence predicted both domestic and cross-border leadership effectiveness whereas EI 

was a stronger predictor of domestic leadership effectiveness and cultural intelligence was a stronger predictor 

of cross-border leadership effectiveness. Ersoy (2014) also studiedthe role of cultural intelligence in cross-

cultural leadership effectiveness where they found that expatriate leaders’ CQ positively is greatly impacted by 

their cross-cultural leadership effectiveness.VanderPal (2016) focused on IQ, Global quotient (GQ) and EI. The 

paper focused on IQ, emotional intelligence (EI) and leadership behavior are complemented by cultural 

intelligence (CQ) in achieving a high global quotient (GQ). 

Soebyakto (2012) examined the drivers of personal quality of corporate managers based on the 

examination of intelligence, emotional, and spiritual quotients (IESQ) and mediated by internal locus of control. 

A significant positiverelationship between IESQ and personal quality.they also found that managers have more 

of EQ and SQ rather than IQ. SQ seemed placed highest portion when mediated with locus of control in the 

study it showed that most of managers are Moslem. Suan ChinT et al (2011) focused on the role of EI and SQ in 

the workplace.  It was found that both EI and SQ are important in the workplace environment. EI would help the 

employees to express their emotions fully while SQ helps to apply the spiritual resources carefully. Fallah et al 

(2015) investigated emotional quotient and spiritual quotient and studying whether human emotions and feelings 

can contribute to the Islamic ethics or not. It was found that people with high SQ lead a healthy spiritual and 

psychic life. It was also concluded that individuals who use their spiritual motivations and have high emotional 

quotient, have a better competitive advantage than those who do not. Sen et al (2015) studied the relationship 

between managerial effectiveness and spiritual quotient, concluding a positive relationship.Rowelie et al (2015) 

intended to study whether EI and adversity quotient (AQ) as predictors of academic performance which would 

help in improving the educational system for globally competitive world. Their study concluded aninsignificant 

relationship both on EI and AQ towards academic performance. Maureen M. (2015) determined the relationship 

between Adversity Quotient and Social Skills, it was concluded a significant relationship between 

AdversityQuotient and Social Skills.Daloos (2015) studied the relationship between emotionalintelligence and 

adversity quotient of helping professionals. It was concluded that EI behaviors are evident with all EI skills to 

wit: emotional self-awareness,emotional expression, emotional reasoning, emotional management of others, 

emotional self-control, and emotional awareness of others. It was concluded that civil status and type of 

profession are associated with EQ. Matore et al (2015) examinedrelationship of Adversity Quotient (AQ) and 

academic achievement among Malaysian polytechnic students. AQ contributed only 0.9% changes in the 

variance of academic achievement. 

Synder et al (2004) creativity quotient accounts for fluency and flexibility in the task. It was concluded 

that CQ is very important when it comes to increase the creativity and innovation in the employees. Furnham 

(2016) studied the relationship between IQ, EQ and creativity and concluding Cognitive ability or IQ correlated 

positively but not significantly with creativity but significantly negatively with emotional intelligence.  

Jenaabadi (2015) aimed to examine the relationship of emotional intelligence and creativity with academic 

achievement indicating a high correlation between emotional intelligence and academic achievement and 

between creativity and academic achievement, but showing no significant difference was found between males 

and females considering their academic achievement. Ivcevic (2007) examined the relationship between 

emotional intelligence (EI) and emotional creativity (EC) and their effect on creative behavior. The results 

showed that EC, but not EI, would correlate with behavioral creativity and EI was uncorrelated with creative 

behavior.Loewen (2010) focused on psychometric properties of Empathy Quotient (EQ). The results show a 

high correlation with charitable giving and social demographics.  

Aggarwal (2013) studied the link between Consciousness levels and performance. Consciousness 

quotient is very important to predict work performance. The various aspects for consciousness are social, 

emotional, self and mental consciousness. This paper focused on meditation and yoga to improve employee 

concentration levels and so that they feel more connected with their work Villagonzalo (2016) focused on 

cognitive intelligence, emotional, spiritual and adversity quotient and their effect on performance while 

concluding a positive relationship between intelligence quotient and the academic performance also having a 

high significant relationship between emotional quotient and the academic performance but a negative 

significant relationship between spiritual quotient and the academic performance and between adversity quotient 

and the academic performance.Eichinger (2015) focused on Intelligence Quotient, Technical/Operational 

Quotient, Motivational Quotient, experience Quotient, People Quotient and Learning Agility Quotient. This 

paper concluded that all these quotients are necessary for career success while four Q’s i.e. TQ, XQ, PQ and LQ 

are important for career failure.  
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Kumar et al (2013) focused on the relationship between EI and achievement motivation, psychological 

adjustment and scholastic performance of secondary school students concluding significant effect of EI on the 

achievement motivation and educational adjustment of students but EI having no significant effect on the 

emotional adjustment, social adjustment and scholastic performance of students.  

 

III. Critical review 
Emotional intelligence is very important for employees to maintain good interpersonal relationships 

both at personal and professional front. People with high EI tend to act as change agents as they are not afraid of 

change and can easily understand and adapt to the changing situations. They are self-aware and easily 

understand their own and other people’s emotions and feelings. They know what is best for them and their 

optimal work environment and work style. They tend to be more empathetic and usually have an innate ability 

to understand what co-workers or clients are going through, they can get through difficult times drama free and 

can easily balance their work and life. People with EI know that perfection is impossible. People with high EI 

have an inborn senseof wonder and curiosity makes them delightful to be around. People with high EI know 

every day brings something to be thankful for and appreciate the small things in life. Intelligence quotient (IQ) 

plays a major role when analyzing the capability of an employee as well as it is an important factor for good 

academic performance. IQ is usually judged on the basis of verbal, non-verbal and logical reasoning. If a person 

has high IQ, he/she tends to have an intense attitude towards life and have a very complex personality which 

easily offends and irritates people as they can be difficult to understand at times, they usually have high 

concentration and tend to overthink and analyze things constantly in their head. They usually have an 

individualistic approach and usually do not perform well in teams. IQ tends to have a negative correlation with 

EI i.e.People with high IQ generally rate low on EI. Many studies have also proved that IQ alone cannot 

guarantee success and high performance and IQ accounts for only 20% when considering factors for success 

while EI tends to be the rest 80%.If two job candidates have similar IQs, the one with the higher EI will likely 

be a better fit for the company. 

Cultural quotient (CQ) plays a major role for any person to understand the differences and the 

characteristics of different cultures. A person with high CQ tends to easily understand the differences between 

difference cultures. It helps them to decrease the communication and collaboration gaps when working with 

people of different cultures. EI has a high correlation with CQ i.e. people with high EI have high CQ and are 

easily able to understand different cultures na d people. Studies also suggest not only high understanding but 

high level of cross border and cross cultural leadership is associated with high CQ which is very helpful for 

people at top positions in any MNC.Global quotient (GQ) is the ability of a person to be aware of diversity and 

be able to integrate and analyze across various diversities. GQ has a positive correlation with CQ and EI i.e. a 

person with high GQ tends to have high CQ and EI and has a positive relation between cultural and global 

leadership. A person with high CQ and GQ enhances leadership outcomes in a globalized environment. In 

today’s world, in order to excel, companies need people with high CQ, GQ and EI to lead in this highly 

competitive and globalized scenario. Spiritual quotient (SQ)measures the social, investigative, artistic, realist 

and conventional aspect of the personality and also assesses how balanced a person is. People usually refer to it 

as the ultimate intelligence. It looks at EI the same way IQ looks at cognitive intelligence. People with high SQ 

tend to lead a more spiritual, balance and psychic life. A positive relationship has been noted between EI and 

SQ. Managers nowadays need to have a high EI and SQ in order to have more managerial effectiveness.  

Adversity quotient (AQ) is the ability of a person to deal with adversity and high stress. AQ has a 

positive correlation with EI i.e. a person with a high AQ tends to deal with stress and adversity more easily as 

compared to that with people with low AQ. AQ is important as it helps the person to deal easily with stress and 

easily conquer problems and deal with adverse conditions. A person with high AQ is important but people with 

both high EI and AQ are more effective and efficient when considering high performance. Creativity quotient 

(CQ) measures the creativity and innovation of an employee or person. A person with high CQ has high creative 

and innovative abilities which becomes very important for people in highly creative jobs like artists, painters 

and top level mangers etc. IQ has a positive but not significant relationship with CQ which can be easily seen in 

people with high academic performance. People with high IQ and CQ tend to be creative and highly intelligent 

which is proven by many studies. CQ has a significant but negative with emotional intelligence. 

Empathy quotient (EQ) measures the empathetic and charitable nature of the people. Empathy quotient 

has a high correlation with emotional intelligence. Although more research needs to be done in order to prove a 

positive correlation between the two. Although literature proves that a person with high EI tends to have high 

empathy as well as they are easily able to understand, appreciate and empathize with the people and understand 

the situations that they are in. The same stands true for meaning quotient and reputation quotient. Meaning 

quotient (MQ) focuses on how a sense of meaning and purpose can be fostered in the workplace and the level to 

which people find meaning in their work. Meaning quotient is still a relatively new concept and many studies 

have not been conducted to determine a valid relationship. Although it can be said that MQ has a positive 

http://success.com/blog/5-ways-perfectionism-is-getting-in-your-way
http://www.success.com/article/bored-6-ideas-to-embrace-your-curious-side
http://www.success.com/article/129-reasons-to-be-thankful
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relationship with IQ as MQ has a positive relationship with performance which also stands true for IQ. MQ is 

very important as when a business environment's MQ is low, employees put less energy into their work and see 

it as "just a job" that gives them little more than a paycheck which can be very harmful for any organization as it 

not only decreases the motivation of a person to work but also deteriorates the environment of the organization. 

Research needs to be done when considering reputation quotient (RQ). Very less information exists when 

considering the relationship between EI and RQ. Although it can be stated that RQ has the following aspects: 

Emotional Appeal, Products and Services, Vision and Leadership, Workplace and Environment, Social and 

Environmental Responsibility and Financial Performance Consciousness quotient (CQ) measures social, 

emotional, self and mental consciousness and how conscious the person is about his/her life, job and 

surrounding. It is very important to judge work performance as a person with high CQ denotes high 

performance. Although it is difficult to state the relationship between CQ and EI and more work needs to be 

done. 

 

IV. Conclusion 
Emotional intelligence is very important for any person be it in personal and professional life. It helps 

to understand other people’s emotions and feelings. High emotional intelligence helps the employees to be more 

self-aware which helps to understand co-workers and meet deadlines. People with high EI, can easily handle 

criticism, they tend to be more focused on outcomes, rather than feeling offended and take things to the heart. 

Concluding the relationships emotional intelligence has a negative correlation with intelligence quotient, 

emotional intelligence has a positive correlation with cultural quotient, global quotient has a positive correlation 

with cultural quotient and emotional intelligence, emotional intelligence has a positive relationship with spiritual 

quotient, emotional intelligence has a positive relationship with adversity quotient, intelligence quotient has a 

positive but not significantrelationship with creativity quotient,creativity quotient has a significant but negative 

with emotional intelligence.Empathy quotient has a high correlation with emotional intelligence. Meaning 

quotient has a positive relationship with intelligence quotient.When considering managers need to have high 

emotional intelligence, adversity quotient, cultural quotient, global quotient, spiritual quotient and empathy 

quotient, although high intelligence quotient is preferred. But when considering the employees in non-

managerial positions, they need to have high spiritual quotient, high intelligence quotient and creativity quotient 

if in a creative or innovative job and high meaning quotient, although high EI is preferred. 
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